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Aurora Civitas by Aurélia Bizouard


Aurélia Bizouard is a passionate artist. She is passionate about the earth, its inhabitants and our place in it. She 
makes observations of humanity and how it exists. How it is connected to the earth and how it is disconnected. She is 
a seeker searching for hidden meaning in life. She is fascinated by what scientists call the Anthropocene, the current 
geological age in which the dominant influence on the earth, is human activity. Her primary focus is on the human 
condition within a variety of contexts.  

She is not afraid to criticize our social roles and our behavior. Her goal is to disrupt societal norms by presenting us 
with a new vision of the reality in which we live, an altered version of that reality. 

For her, glass is a metaphor for life. It is fragile but solid. It is protective and reflective. When it breaks, it can be 
rebuilt. It is everywhere in our communities and creates distinct architectural form. It surrounds us with light, it 
magnifies our world, deforms it, gives it structure and lets light pass through or reflects it back. 

Her project, Aurora Civitas, is an immersive work that was installed in March at the Centre Culturel Franco-
Manitobain, in Winnipeg. It is a powerful work that existed for only one night. It is/was ephemeral, like its inspirations, 
the Aurora Borealis and all human life.  The work, located in a small outdoor courtyard was completely immersed in 
the local environment. Working within that context she was able to create a microcosm of the larger world outside the 
walls of the courtyard. By being connected to this context, Aurora Civitas endeavors to link each of the viewers to one 
another, their local urban environment, and nature. 

 It is a thought provoking sculptural work that that utilizes light projection and multiple panels of glass. Multi-coloured 
light is projected through painted glass panels onto objects that are primarily glass, but includes ice, snow and found 
objects. The installation represents the city juxtaposed with nature and our environment, which is intimately linked to 
humans and the inventions and interventions of humans. 

One of the most powerful elements of the installation is a mannequin that sits surveying the other elements of the 
installation. The headless mannequin it is quite obviously a female figure but it becomes very androgynous as it sits 
in a very masculine pose. The gender bending figure puts it into context, the dichotomy between humans and their 
environment, both natural and man-made. 

“The ephemeral nature of this work recalls the fragility and finality of life: the gigantism of landscapes, mountains or 
starry skies remind us of our smallness in the infinity of the universe and our condition of human life, the aurora 
borealis emphasizes the infinitely small. The distance and the size of the light, the repetitions, the cold or warm 
colors, underline the contrasts of the surrounding landscape in which each human being can be confronted.” Aurélia 
Bizouard 
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